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Abstract— Robotics programming typically involves
a trade-off between the ease of use offered by Python
and the run-time performance of C++. While multi-
language architectures address this trade-off by cou-
pling Python’s ergonomics with C++’s speed, they
introduce complexity at the language interface. This
paper proposes using Julia for performance-critical
tasks within Python ROS 2 applications, providing an
elegant solution that streamlines the development pro-
cess without disrupting the existing Python workflow.

I. INTRODUCTION

Python and C++ serve as the foundational lan-
guages in robotics programming, each providing
unique advantages—Python for its ergonomics and
C++ for computational efficiency. This duality has
led to prevalent multi-language architectures where
C++ handles core computations and Python is used
for higher-level integration via wrappers. The Python
wrappers are then used for integration (or ”glue”)
code, as well as interactive exploration and proto-
typing. This general approach of integrating a fast
compiled language and an ergonomic scripting lan-
guage has been the bedrock of technical comput-
ing for decades, largely popularized by MATLAB
providing wrappers to linear algebra routines writ-
ten in FORTRAN. Performance in this paradigm
is achieved by ”vectorizing the code”, ensures that
the performance-critical loops are in the fast lan-
guage (in computational ”kernels”), rather than in the
slow host language. Many robotics libraries follow
this paradigm, including Drake [1], GTSAM [2],
OpenCV [3], Open3D [4].

The Robot Operating System (ROS) [5] exempli-
fies another approach, facilitating Python and C++
interoperation by relying on an interface definition
language (IDL) to generate code in both languages.
The distributed system approach offers other ad-
vantages, such as reducing coupling and promot-
ing scalability, and it aligns with the microservices
architecture popular in software engineering more
broadly. Generating C/C++ code that performs sub-
stantial computation (as opposed to just serving as
an interface) is yet another approach taken by some
libraries and systems [6], [7], [8].

These traditional Python-C++ architectures, while
robust, come with their own set of challenges, par-
ticularly in terms of development experience, system

complexity, and performance overhead. This context
sets the stage for considering alternative approaches
that might streamline development without sacrific-
ing run-time performance. Julia, designed for both
high performance and ease of use [9], emerges as
a promising alternative. Despite its potential, Julia’s
current ecosystem limitations, such as the absence
of a ROS 2 client library, pose challenges for its
adoption in robotics. We propose an architecture that
leverages the mature ecosystem of Python alongside
Julia, reducing the reliance on C++. This approach
maintains a two-language paradigm but shifts the fo-
cus from complementary technical benefits to lever-
aging social and ecosystem advantages. Moreover,
the compatibility between Julia and Python, facili-
tated by features like interactivity and the character-
istics of dynamic typing, minimizes the development
mismatch. We further explore Julia’s application in
robotics, illustrating its integration with Python.

A. Python wrappers of C++ code

Python bindings to C++ code, primarily facilitated
by pybind11 [10], bridge the two languages but in-
troduce complexity in type conversions and memory
management. Alternatively, cppyy [11], [12] inte-
grates directly with the C++ compiler for improved
performance through JIT compilation and support
for generic programming with C++ templates. Both
methods aim to combine Python’s ease with C++’s
efficiency, albeit with challenges in debugging and
optimization.

B. Ergonomics of a programming system

Programming effectiveness hinges not just on lan-
guage syntax and semantics but on the entire system,
which includes the development experience, library
ecosystems, and package management [13], [14].
These broader aspects play a crucial role in deter-
mining how efficiently and comfortably developers
can work within a programming environment.

C++ is often favored for its static type safety and
the precise control it offers over memory allocation,
features that are critical for high-performance com-
puting and systems-level programming. However,
Python is widely regarded as more user-friendly,
making it the preferred choice for prototyping, data
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analysis, visualization, and exploratory program-
ming. A significant factor behind Python’s ease of
use is its read-evaluate-print-loop (REPL), which is
commonly accessed through notebook interfaces like
Jupyter [15]. This interactive environment facilitates
rapid testing and iteration, a key advantage in ex-
ploratory programming.

Despite ongoing efforts to enhance Python’s effi-
ciency through various implementations (e.g. Numba,
Pyston, Cinder, pypy, pyston, pydjion, Nuitka, Shed
Skin, etc.) [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], and
to make C++ more interactive [22], [23], the re-
ality is that achieving a blend of interactivity and
performance requires intentional and often divergent
design considerations. A particular challenge with
Python lies in its reliance on the CPython C API
for most of its ecosystem. This dependency has
historically limited the language’s ability to achieve
high runtime performance. The CPython C API is
deeply integrated into the Python ecosystem, making
any changes to it potentially disruptive. As a result,
while there have been significant efforts to improve
Python’s performance, the fundamental architecture
of its most common implementation presents a bot-
tleneck

II. THE DESIGN OF JULIA

From its inception, the design of Julia has focused
on integration between an interactive environment
and a compiler. The design has continued to improve,
particularly in relation to caching compilation and
interactively invalidating it. At the heart of Julia’s
performance and ergonomic advantages are two key
features: staged programming, which leverages com-
pilation built on LLVM, and its pervasive use of
multiple dispatch. Multiple dispatch is distinct from
function overloading seen in languages like C++
and Java in that Julia does not have a semantic
distinction between compile-time and run-time types.
This strategy not only enhances runtime efficiency
but also significantly benefits developer ergonomics
by promoting extensive code reuse and enabling
serendipitous composition, though the correctness of
the composition must still be verified [9].

III. JULIA-PYTHON INTEROPERATION

The Julia package ecosystem hosts several projects
which can help developers write cross-language soft-
ware. The JuliaPy organization facilitates cross-
language development between Julia and Python,
at first offering PyCall.jl and pyjulia [24].
More recently, JuliaPy expanded its toolkit with
PythonCall.jl and juliacall, enhancing the
integration while simplifying dependency manage-
ment [25]. juliacall, available via PyPI, enables
direct Julia calls within Python without custom bind-
ings, leveraging import juliacall for seamless

language interoperation. This approach streamlines
the use of Julia’s capabilities within Python environ-
ments, facilitating the incorporation of Julia’s com-
putational efficiency into Python-based applications.
Several popular Python projects have utilized Julia
backends through juliacall [26], [27].

IV. CASE STUDY: FLEXIK.JL AND FLEX IK PY

In this case study, we delve into the comparative
analysis of two implementations of a numerical In-
verse Kinematics (IK) solver tailored for the Spot
robot with the Spot Arm: FlexIK.jl, created using
Julia, and flex ik py, developed with Python. The
core of these implementations is the a prioritized
stack of tasks framework [28], adeptly managing a
whole-body IK challenge given 6 Degrees of Free-
dom (DOF) user input, controlling 18 joints of the
robot. This dual-task strategy ensures tracking of
the end-effector pose while minimizing torso move-
ment, facilitating natural adjustments when targets
are beyond arm’s reach alone, thus broadening the
operational capabilities of the robot.

Fig. 1. Comparison of computation times between the FlexIK
solver implementations in Julia and Python.

Figure 1 reveals that the median computation time
for FlexIK.jl is 3.49 ms, significantly lower than
the 66.76 ms for the Python counterpart, highlight-
ing Julia’s over 20x improvement in performance.
This notable difference not only illustrates Julia’s
efficiency and stability for real-time robotics but also
its impact on robot behavior, leading to smoother
and more responsive actions. It is noteworthy that
the Julia implementation’s performance was achieved
without specific efforts to optimize the code. The
FlexIK.jl versus flex ik py case study un-
derscores Julia’s potential to advance robotics pro-
gramming, advocating for deeper exploration into its
capabilities for complex system development.

While FlexIK.jl executes substantially faster
than flex ik py, Python bindings to Julia do im-
pose their own set of limitations. At the time of writ-
ing, juliacall may only run in a single Python
thread. In addition, while not unique to Julia, garbage
collection pauses the FlexIK.jl implementation,
and therefore negatively impacts performance. Fur-
ther improvements to the Julia implementation, in-
cluding reductions in memory allocations, would
further improve performance.

https://pypi.org


V. CONCLUSION

The integration of Julia into a Python-based
robotics system presents a pragmatic approach to
improving computational efficiency while maintain-
ing development workflow. Our case study with
FlexIK.jl and flex ik py demonstrates Julia’s
significant performance advantages, with computa-
tion times improved by an order of magnitude.
These results suggest that Julia can serve as a viable
alternative to the traditional Python-C++ paradigm,
reducing development complexity without sacrificing
speed. Future work should focus on expanding Julia’s
ecosystem, particularly in ROS 2 environments, to
fully leverage its potential in robotics programming.
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